Abstract-We give two algorithms for maximal diagnosis of wiring networks without repair under a general fault model. Maximal diagnosis [10] consists of identifying all diagnosable faults under the assumptions that each net can have multiple drivers and receivers and can be affected by any number of short and open faults. This process is equivalent to verifying all connections between inputs and outputs. Matrices represent the connections in fault-free and faulty networks. We present two new algorithms and discuss prior algorithms. All algorithms discussed are adaptive and have their tests divided into two phases. Our first new algorithm exploits a unique condition for verifying the connections; our second new algorithm maps the connection verification problem to a bipartite graph. All algorithms discussed use an independent test set [2] for the first test phase. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms outperform previous algorithms for maximal diagnosis in terms of the number of tests. The total time complexity for computing the test sequences and analyzing the output response is polynomial.
D
IAGNOSIS of faults in wiring interconnects consists of both detection and location. Diagnosing the interconnects on a printed circuit board is an important procedure in the boundary scan architecture standard [1] . Test invalidation can occur if the sanctity of the interconnect has not been confirmed. In this standard, an architecture is defined so that each primary I/O pin of each chip is associated with a boundary scan cell to facilitate in-place testing of complex digital systems. Each chip has a boundary scan register, which is comprised of the boundary scan cells. Testing the board consists of exploiting the scan chain generated by cascading the boundary scan registers of the individual chips [1] . Board testing consists of testing the individual chips and the wiring between them. Boards may have thousands of nets in the interconnect, so the problem of wiring diagnosis is substantial [12] .
Maximal diagnosis consists of detecting and locating all possible faults without repair. The diagnosis must be accomplished to the level of fault collapsing-e.g., a stuck-open fault at a receiver might be equivalent to a stuck-at fault-fault sets that cannot be distinguished do not need to be distinguished. Several papers have dealt with the problem of constructing test sets for diagnosing a wiring network [2] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [16] , [17] , [18] . A common fault model considers stuck-at faults, as well as bridging (short) faults and open faults (usually modeled as stuck-at when totally disconnected) [5] . Some works assume that a net cannot be simultaneously affected by shorts and opens and, thus, test for these separately.
A general framework for detection and location of interconnect faults was given in [7] . The property of diagonal independence was proposed as a sufficient condition for one-step diagnosis without repair. Reference [10] has considered diagnosis under this general fault model-i.e., the simultaneous existence of open and short faults on a net. A walking-1 sequence is necessary and sufficient for one-step maximal diagnosis. Also, two adaptive algorithms were given for maximal diagnosis, referred to as DR5 in [10] . This is equivalent to verifying all connections in the wiring network (determining, for each receiver, which drivers drive it). Adaptiveness was used to (possibly) reduce the number of test vectors compared to the worst case complete walking-1 sequence.
To model the faults for maximal diagnosis, we use a connection matrix, which describes, without ambiguity, the effect of any type and number of faults in the network. Not all matrices are possible. A valid connection matrix is one that can result from any combination of short and open faults; it is independent of the original fault-free connection matrix. Herein, we characterize the properties of a valid connection matrix. Maximal diagnosis consists of successfully determining which valid connection matrix an interconnect has.
In Section 2, we give notation and assumptions and review the most relevant prior work [10] . We analyze connection matrices in Section 2.2. We propose two adaptive algorithms and analyze them in Section 3, then compare them with [10] in Section 4. Section 5 gives simulation results, including the use of different independent test sequences [2] for the first step of these two-step diagnostic algorithms. In Section 5, we use the same adaptive algorithms to diagnose an unlimited number of faults, but we consider their performance when the actual number and type of faults are limited. 
PRELIMINARIES
We let the fault-free interconnect consist of Netnum nets, where each net may have zero or more drivers and zero or more receivers. We denote the ith driver (jth receiver) as D i (R j ). There are M drivers, i ¼ 1; . . . ; M, and there are N receivers, j ¼ 1; . . . ; N. We often refer to a driver as an input and a receiver as an output.
We assume that only open faults (broken wires) and bridging faults (shorted wires) occur. There can be any number of these. We model shorts by OR-ing together the signals that are driving the short (wired-OR model). We assume that a floating output will be observed as a logical 0.
(If a floating output appears as a 1, then one additional test (all 0 inputs) is sometimes necessary.) Wired-dominant faults can be modeled as combinations of wired-OR faults and open faults. A wired-AND model can be used instead of wired-OR by altering all algorithms via duality.
All other faults not included in the above fault model (such as stuck-at faults) are assumed to be already diagnosed prior to the execution of the proposed algorithms. (Alternatively, stuck-at faults can be diagnosed with one or two additional tests.) Reference [14] is an example of a test sequence targeting a slightly more general fault model (wired-AND, wired-OR, stuck-at, etc.). For example, N þ 1 test vectors can maximally diagnose multiple short and stuck-at faults provided each net is only affected by at most one type of short fault and there are no open faults. In this case (in the absence of open faults), wired-AND and wired-OR faults are handled simultaneously.
In the present work, in order to handle wired-AND and wired-OR faults simultaneously (plus stuck-at), it is sufficient to: 1) add an all-1 test vector and an all-0 test vector to the first test phase and 2) generate tests for the second test phase separately for the two cases (assume only one type of wired-logical fault is present) and employ both test sets.
The notation and definitions used in this paper are similar to [7] , [10] : 
Review
In one-step diagnosis, the test results are analyzed only after the entire test set has been applied to the interconnect under test [11] , [14] , [15] , [17] . In adaptive diagnosis, part of the tests are applied, the results analyzed, and then further tests are applied [3] , [10] , [16] . We will only consider adaptive two-step diagnosis. Based on the response to the first test sequence, a second test sequence is applied. The response to both test sequences is then analyzed to arrive at the diagnosis. In [10] , two (adaptive) two-step diagnostic algorithms were proposed for maximal diagnosis, referred to as A 1 and A 2 . The total testing time will depend on the length of the two test sequences, as well as the amount of time necessary to construct the second test sequence (and the final diagnostic computation).
A 1 applies a maximal independent test set, S M , for the first step. By analyzing the output response, the inputs are divided into two groups: For a net i, if ST V i ¼ SRV i and SRV i is unique, then i is put in Group 0; else, net i is put in Group 1. The second step applies a walking-1 sequence for the nets in Group 1 and all-0 vectors for all nets in Group 0. The total number of PTVs using A 1 is p þ F . p tests are needed for the independent test set; p is the smallest integer satisfying C p b Algorithm A 2 [10] also uses an independent test set in step 1. To construct the second test sequence, the nets in Group 1 are partitioned so that all nets with the same SRV are in the same subgroup. Then, a walking-1 sequence is applied to all subgroups in parallel (Group 0 is again set to all-0). Next, another walking-1 sequence is applied, spanning across subgroups. (Each subgroup, in turn, is set to all-1, while the others are all held at 0.) Algorithm A 2 never needs more tests than A 1 , except in the degenerate case where all subgroups are singletons (in that case, one of the tests is not needed).
In this work, we introduce two new algorithms. Like A 1 and A 2 , they both follow the procedure of applying an independent test set in phase 1, analyzing the response from phase 1 to identify some known cases of drivers driving receivers, then applying a walking-1 test set in phase 2 to diagnose the remaining faults.
We do not compare our new algorithms to Algorithm A 2 , because the latter does not achieve maximal diagnosis. To see this, consider Fig. 1 . Eight out of all nets are shown; these are the ones placed in Group 1 after the initial independent test set. Group 1 consists of nets 1-8. These are partitioned into two subgroups, 1-4 and 5-8, based on their SRVs. The second test sequence involves two test sets: S G , which is the parallel walking-1 sequence, and S K , which is the cross-subgroup walking-1 sequence. Reference [10] claims that maximal diagnosis is now achieved. Examining the test response in Fig. 1 , we cannot discern whether a short exists between R 2 and R 3 ; however, such a short is diagnosable, e.g., by a walking-1 sequence across nets 1-8. So, in fact, maximal diagnosis is not achieved by Algorithm A 2 .
Connection Matrix Analysis
There may be any number of faults (shorts and opens) in the interconnect. As a result, a receiver either floats or is driven by one or more of the drivers; no other functionality is possible, despite the faults. To diagnose the network, therefore, it is sufficient to determine, for each receiver, which of the drivers are driving it, if any. Examining further, we see that the correct (intended) operation of the network is irrelevant to diagnosis. For any network, open faults could exist that disconnect all drivers and all receivers from whatever intervening fabric exists, whereupon short faults could exist to establish any desired driverreceiver connections.
To characterize maximal diagnosis, we require that we correctly determine the driver-receiver connections that exist. A connection matrix, C, is a Boolean matrix. C has dimensions M Â N, where each of the M rows corresponds to a driver and each of the N columns corresponds to a receiver. Each element, C ij , of C is 1 if the connection between D i and R j is present; otherwise, C ij ¼ 0.
Observation 1.
In an interconnect without buffers and any number of short or open faults, the connection matrix, C, has no 2 Â 2 submatrix with precisely three entries whose values are 1.
For the case of configurable interconnect, where we would be testing whether the interconnect was successfully configured, Observation 1 will apply if the configuration is accomplished with symmetrical devices, such as pass transistors.
We say that a C matrix satisfying Observation 1 is a valid connection matrix. We assume that the interconnect is bufferless, so only valid connection matrices are possible. Reference [10] also made this assumption, although it was left unstated. Fig. 2 shows the number of valid connection matrices for different small values of M and N. We also plot the total number of 0-1 matrices, including invalid ones, for comparison. The plot is on a binary logarithmic scale. For example, there are 2 36 possible binary 6 Â 6 matrices because there are 6 Á 6 ¼ 36 elements of such a matrix. However, there are only % 2 20:5 valid 6 Â 6 connection matrices. Even though the number of valid connection matrices is fewer than all 0-1 matrices, an algorithm that is not adaptive must have a total number of test bits that is at least logarithmic in the number of 0-1 matrices. The limited number of valid connection matrices helps adaptive algorithms to reduce test length. Like [10] , we use an independent test set [2] for the first test sequence. We then analyze the response to construct the second test sequence. Reference [10] speaks in terms of nets, rather than drivers and receivers and, thus, makes assumptions about multidriver nets having already been tested to ensure they are capable of being driven by only one driver at a time. In our model, we allow multiple simultaneous drivers to be defined as the correct (fault-free) behavior. Algorithm A 1 [10] is easily modified to do this as well by performing its computation with respect to drivers rather than nets.
Two-Step Algorithm A 3
We use an independent test set [2] for the initial test sequence. A property of this sequence is that, if any two or more STVs are wired together (OR-ed), the resulting SRV cannot equal any of the STVs. So, if we observe any SRV j equal to any ST V i , we know that the receiver R j is being driven by the driver D i and by no other driver-i.e., we know the column vector corresponding to R j in the connection matrix, C. From Observation 1, we also know that column vectors are either equal or nonoverlapping in their ones. As a result, we also can determine the row vector in C corresponding to driver D i : It will have 1 entries in all locations, C ik , where the kth column vector corresponds to ST V i ; it will have 0 entries everywhere else.
From these observations, we can see that we do not need the requirement in Algorithm A 1 (that an SRV be unique) in order to conclude that a receiver is driven by a single driver. So, we can improve Algorithm A 1 to get Algorithm A 3 , given in Fig. 3 . The difference from Algorithm A 1 is in Step 2. In the if statement, we omit the requirement that the SRV be unique. This can lead to more drivers being placed in Group 0. Proof. From the discussion above about independent test sets, the single-driver nets are successfully determined and their rows in C are set in Step 2 of Algorithm A 3 . Likewise, the columns for the receivers that they drive are correctly set. In the second test sequence, these drivers are held at 0 and these drivers and receivers are known to be physically isolated from the other drivers and receivers. As a result, when C is updated in Step 4, these rows and columns are (correctly) left unchanged. The other rows of C are specified according to the walking-1 test sequence, so they are maximally diagnosed.
t u
If A 3 is applied to the interconnect given in Fig. 4 , in Step 2, all inputs go into Group 1, so, in Step 3, a walking-1 sequence (eight PTVs) is applied to all the nets and all faults are diagnosed. The tests for both phases are shown on the left side of Fig. 4 .
Two-Step Algorithm A 4
We now give a more elaborate algorithm than A 3 . It follows the same basic form: an independent test set, followed by a walking-1 test set on drivers deemed to be in Group 1. Algorithm A 4 , given in Fig. 5 , can place more drivers in Group 0 than Algorithm A 3 can.
We now go into more detail about what happens in Step 2 of Algorithm A 4 . Consider Step 2. Fig. 6 shows an example bipartite graph that could result from an independent test set. The masks are initialized to all zeros and are discussed later. The edges shown as dashed lines are the only edges where an SRV equals an STV. Algorithm A 1 [10] looks for such edges, but requires that the receiver's SRV not equal any other SRV. But here,
So, Algorithm A 1 does not place driver D 7 in Group 0. As a result, A 1 's second test sequence is a walking-1 across all seven drivers. Contrast this with Algorithm A 3 , which records the connections in the matrix C. It knows that D 7 drives R 1 , R 3 , R 5 , R 6 , and R 7 . (It also knows that D 7 does not drive R 4 .) So, Algorithm A 3 places D 7 in Group 0 and its second test sequence is a walking-1 across six drivers.
Step 2 of Algorithm A 4 works from the original bipartite graph and successively removes as many edges as it can. When it cannot remove any more edges, it places all the edgeless drivers in Group 0. Since D 7 is the sole neighbor of R 7 , it has a "unique bit" not provided by any other driver that is a neighbor of R 7 in the bipartite graph. A unique bit is the condition the algorithm is looking for, so it will always find these cases and place drivers like D 7 in Group 0. So, A 4 is catching all the cases that A 3 catches. Moreover, we see that Algorithm A 4 will do better than A 3 because driver D 6 has no edges. In fact, for this example, we will see that Algorithm A 4 is able to place almost all drivers in Group 0.
Consider one of the other receivers, R 2 . Its support comes from edges b, d, and e. Looking for unique bits of support, we see that the fourth bit from the left is only present in ST V 5 (edge e). Following Step 2 of Algorithm A 4 : We record the support in C, setting C 5;2 ¼ 1, then we remove the edges of D 5 -e and f. The result is shown in Fig. 3. Algorithm A 3 . Fig. 7 , where we have also processed R 7 and, thus, removed the edges from D 7 .
The mask field is for recording what support has already been accounted for. Since we determined that D 5 is wired to R 2 , we updated R 2 's mask by OR-ing it with ST V 5 . We also removed D 5 's edge f with R 4 from the bipartite graph. But, in that case, we know that D 5 is not wired to R 4 (bufferless interconnect), so R 4 's mask has not been changed. Now that we have a nonzero mask, we can see how to use it. We continue to process R 2 . When considering whether R 2 gets any unique support, we examine its remaining edges (from D 2 and D 4 ). First, D 4 . We mask ST V 4 (bitwise AND with the complement of R 2 's mask) to get: ST V 4^M ask 2 ¼ ð110001Þ^110100 ¼ ð000001Þ, call it SupðD 4 Þ. The mask makes sure we are ignoring bit positions where support is already coming from a removed edge (in our case, from driver D 5 ). We compare this with the support possible from all other neighbors of R 2 . We take the union (OR) of all other neighbors (there is only D 2 ) to get ð100011Þ. We mask this to get ð100011Þ^110100 ¼ ð000011Þ, call it SupðD 4 Þ. (Equally as well, we could omit masking ð100011Þ.) We see that D 4 does not provide a unique bit of support (specifically, SupðD 4 Þ _ SupðD 4 Þ ¼ SupðD 4 Þ). We now try D 2 . We mask ST V 2 to get ð000011Þ and we mask the union of R 2 's other neighbors to get ð000001Þ. We see that D 2 provides a unique bit of support, so we know it must be wired to R 2 . We update C, setting C 2;2 ¼ 1, then remove all edges from D 2 . The mask for R 2 is updated by OR-ing it with ST V 2 .
When we process R 4 , we see that both D 1 and D 3 provide unique bits of support for SRV 4 . At this point, the only edge remaining in the graph is from D 4 to R 2 . Algorithm A 4 is unable to remove this edge-indeed, we cannot know whether D 4 and R 2 are connected and must test for this. Algorithm A 4 places D 4 in Group 1 and all other drivers in Group 0. In Step 3 of Algorithm A 4 , the walking-1 test sequence consists of a single PTV with D 4 set to 1.
We now give some miscellaneous implementation details for Step 2 of Algorithm A 4 . First, before creating the bipartite graph, we partition the receivers into cohorts according to their SRVs. So, we actually just have one node for each unique SRV and a pointer to the list of receivers in that cohort. When we find that a driver must necessarily support an SRV, we use the list of cohorts to update the connection matrix. Second, we use a processing list (i.e., production list) to track which SRVs to check for any necessary support. Since changes in the graph may cause us to want to revisit an SRV, we use a marker for each SRV to indicate whether it is currently present in the processing list. At the outset, we mark and put all SRVs in the processing list.
Finally, we refine how we inspect an SRV to see whether some STV must necessarily support it. It is not necessary to consider each STV separately and compare it to all other STV neighbors of the SRV. Any of several more efficient methods can be used, such as recursive bipartitioning. Recursive bipartitioning consists of repeatedly dividing the set of STVs roughly in half. The OR of each subset is then computed (from the bottom up). The end result is a tree; an example is in Table 1 .
Once this tree is constructed, it is easy to inspect it with a binary search to check for unique bits of support. Consider the first bit in these PTVs. At the root of the tree, there is a 0, so we know there is no 1 bit. Consider the last bit in these PTVs. The root of the tree has a 1. Looking below the root, we see ð010111Þ and ð011111Þ, both having a 1 in the last position. So, we know there is more than one PTV supporting this bit position and, thus, no unique support. Consider the third bit position from the left. A binary search reveals that it is uniquely supported by the rightmost PTV in Table 1 .
Theorem 2. Algorithm A 4 achieves maximal diagnosis.
Proof. All that needs to be shown is that Step 2 of the algorithm is correct whenever it removes edges from the bipartite graph. As mentioned above, when we know that an STV, ST V i , must support some SRV, SRV j , we know that ST V i must not be connected to any other SRV because, otherwise, SRV j would be shorted with that SRV. But, all the SRVs were preprocessed into unique cohorts. t u
In this paper, we only deal with two-step adaptive diagnosis algorithms and, in particular, we always use an independent test set for the first step and a walking-1 test sequence for the second diagnostic step. Algorithms A 1 , A 3 , and A 4 obtain successively better (smaller) walking-1 test sequences. In fact, A 4 obtains the best possible walking-1 test sequence. Proof. Consider the N possible walking-1 tests, each corresponding to a different driver. When Algorithm A 4 places a driver in Group 0, the walking-1 test corresponding to that driver is useless because the previous tests have already revealed precisely which receivers are driven by that driver. So, the only walking-1 tests of interest are those for drivers in Group 1. Algorithm A 4 will apply the walking-1 for all drivers in Group 1, so we need to show that all those tests are necessary. Consider the walking-1 test set for all drivers in Group 1 except driver D i . D i is connected to at least one receiver, R j . In the bipartite graph Algorithm A 4 ends up with, there must be other drivers with edges to R j . D i does not have a unique bit of support for R j , so, between these other drivers, they must be capable of covering all 1s observed so far in SRV j . Now, suppose all drivers in Group 1 are driving all the receivers to which they have an edge in the final bipartite graph. When we apply the walking-1 test sequence for the other drivers, we see that all those having edges to R j are driving R j . In this circumstance, all the 1s previously observed in SRV j are accounted for, so, D i is not necessarily driving R j , but we have not excluded the possibility that it is. t u 
COMPARISON OF TWO-STEP ALGORITHMS
We compare two aspects of the two-step algorithms: 1) how many tests they generate and 2) their computational time complexity. Given the same independent test set used for each algorithm as its first test sequence, the total number of PTVs depends only on the second test sequence.
Theorem 4. The total number of PTVs for Algorithms
and A 4 is always greatest for A 1 and least for A 4 .
Proof. This follows immediately from the above discussion concerning how thoroughly each algorithm attempts to place drivers in Group 0, where they will not need to participate in the walking-1 test set. A 4 's methods cover those of A 3 , which cover those of A 1 . t u
To gauge the improvement, to see how much Algorithm A 3 improves on Algorithm A 1 , we conducted experiments with random interconnects. We held the number of receivers equal to the number of drivers, varied the number of drivers up to 500, and randomly generated valid connection matrices to represent the interconnect. For the first test sequence, we always applied a maximal independent test set (minimal number of PTVs for an independent test set). The difference in the total number of PTVs, therefore, lies in the number of walking-1 PTVs each algorithm generates for its second test sequence. Fig. 8 When the number of nets is nontrivial, Algorithm A 1 on average needs to conduct close to a full walking-1 test sequence in the second step. So, it does not do well characterizing an unknown network. Now, we consider the worst-case time complexities of these algorithms. Let there be M drivers, N receivers, and P PTVs in the first test sequence (independent test set). In the worst case, the total test sequence must include, as a subsequence, a walking-1 across all M drivers, which is OðM 2 Þ. It must also collect and process the N SRVs for these M tests, which is OðNMÞ. So, the processing time for the algorithms is OðMðN þ MÞÞ.
Theorem 5. The computational time complexities of the two-step adaptive diagnosis algorithms are:
P is ðlog MÞ. For good results, in practice, we never need to let P exceed Âðlog MÞ. With 2 P 2 ÂðMÞ, the time complexity of Algorithm A 4 is OðMðN þ M þ minfM; Ng log 2 MÞÞ or, equivalently,
Proof. First, consider Algorithm A 1 . We note that it is easy to sort the SRVs and STVs-e.g., a radix sort would have complexity OðP ðN þ MÞÞ. After sorting, the other operations are just as easy. P < M, so Algorithm A 1 is OðMðN þ MÞÞ. Now, consider Algorithm A 3 . This is just as easy. In fact, A 3 does not need to check whether an SRV is unique. So, Algorithm A 3 is OðMðN þ MÞÞ. Consider Algorithm A 4 . The critical part is Step 2, which computes the bipartite graph, etc. First, we need to obtain the cohorts (equal SRVs). This takes time OðNP Þ. Suppose there are N 0 unique SRVs. We need to construct the bipartite graph. This can be done simply by checking each unique SRV for OR-covering each STV; the time complexity is OðN 0 MP Þ. Now, we have the main job of scanning the SRVs looking for unique bits of support. We use recursive bipartitioning. For each of the N 0 unique SRVs, we compute a recursive bipartitioning of the bitwise OR of its neighbor STVs. There can be OðMÞ neighbors of width P . All recursive bipartitionings can be computed in time OðN 0 MP Þ. Once we have a recursive bipartition, we can check for unique bits of support by binary search.
Each successful search will remove all edges from one of the drivers. So, in the worst case, there might be OðMÞ successful searches. Each such search can remove up to OðN 0 Þ edges. When we remove an edge, we might adjust the recursive bipartition it belongs to, which can be done in OðP log MÞ time. So, the total time due to edge removal is OðMN 0 P log MÞ. Each time we remove the edges from a driver, we must see which of its edges require adjusting the recursive bipartition for the receiver. To do that, we compare the SRV of that receiver against the SRV of the receiver for which we found a unique bit of support (if they are not equal, then the driver does not drive the other receiver). Doing these checks takes only OðMN 0 P Þ time.
Now for the search time itself. We must count both successful and unsuccessful searches. For each successful search, there can be at most OðN 0 Þ SRVs processed (otherwise, the processing list would empty). Processing an SRV consists of checking each of the P bit positions with a binary search-OðP log MÞ time. So, the total time to search for unique bits of support is OðMN 0 P log MÞ.
Finally, we consider N 0 , the number of unique SRVs. This is bounded by the number of SRVs, N. It is also bounded by the number of unique bit combinations in a P-wide SRV, 2 P . So, N 0 is OðminfN; 2 P gÞ. t u
SIMULATION RESULTS
The first test sequence is an independent test set consisting of STVs, none of which OR-cover each other [2] . We specify an independent test set by two parameters, ðP ; kÞ, where P is the number of PTVs (the length of each STV) and k is the number of ones in each STV. So, a ðP ; kÞ independent test set can have as many as C P k STVs. (There are independent test sets that do not follow this format.) Also, since we must have M STVs, one for each driver, we need P to be large enough so that C P bP =2c ! M. For a large system, say a PCB with M ¼ 10; 000 nets, the minimal possible P is 16 (k ¼ 8), which would equate to about 170,000 scan shifts in the first test sequence. We will see below that using larger P will be helpful. For large M, the worst-case computational complexity of computing the second test sequence is larger than the scan count. For M ¼ 10; 000, this is over a million instructions on a 64-bit machine in the worst case. The algorithm's complexity tends to approach the worst case only when there are nets with many drivers.
We conducted experiments to see how the choice of P and k affect the test set. For the first experiment, we set M ¼ N ¼ 50 and generated random wiring networks. For the independent test set, we set P ¼ 12 and varied k. We picked the 50 actual STVs at random from the pool of C P k possible STVs. Fig. 9 plots the number of tests needed for the second test sequence, using Algorithm A 4 . It steadily decreases as we reduce k.
Smaller k is superior in general because it provides more opportunity for unique bits of support. However, choosing the smallest possible k does not always result in the shortest test sequence. Fig. 10 is a similar experiment. Here, we set M ¼ N ¼ 200, fixed P at 21, and varied k. The length of the first test sequence is always 21. The average length of the second test sequence is minimized when k ¼ 3. Despite this anomaly, minimizing k is a solid rule of thumb.
These experiments set P higher than necessary so we could vary k, but is this advantageous? We now consider whether it is advantageous to increase P beyond the minimum (such that C P bP =2c ! M). We conducted an experiment where we varied P from the minimum value up to the maximum value (M, which would be achieved with a walking-1 test sequence). For each value of P , we set k to be as small as possible (minimum k such that C P k ! M). We again generated random wiring networks (valid connection matrices). Figs. 11 and 12 plot the results. The first test sequence has P PTVs. Increasing P pays dividends by reducing the length of the second test sequence. However, the optimum value for P in order to minimize the total test length is near the minimum for P (as specified by the C P bP =2c ! M constraint).
Single-Driver Nets
We want to consider cases with a bounded number of faults. Previously, we allowed arbitrary networks because multiple faults could transform any fault-free network into any valid network. Now, we restrict our attention to those fault-free networks where each receiver is driven by at most one driver. In the extreme case, each driver will also drive only one receiver and we would have a bus. Additional receivers help to diagnose faults, so a bus is the worst case here and we indeed use a bus in these experiments.
We set M ¼ N ¼ 500 and declared the fault-free network to be a bus (connection matrix is an identity matrix). We introduce a variable, f, which is the number of faulty receivers. For each value f and for each simulation run, we threw random faults at the wiring network. We stopped when we reached f faulty receivers. Each fault was either a short or an open. The relative frequency of shorts and opens can vary in systems, so we did both experiments where shorts predominate and experiments where opens predominate. Each short bridged two random wires on the bus. Each open fault was either open at a driver or at a receiver.
(If a bus line were involved in more than one short, in addition to an open, then there would be additional possible locations. Since we are dealing with a relatively small number of random faults, we ignore this distinction.) We recorded the number of PTVs needed for the second test sequence and averaged them over the simulation runs. Figs. 13, 14, and 15 plot the results. While the plotted lines here are also fairly linear, the horizontal axis variable is different than that in Fig. 8 .
With Algorithm A 3 , the independent test set will find that M À f of the receivers are correct. A 3 will construct a walking-1 test sequence spanning the drivers corresponding to the f faulty receivers. This is confirmed in the figures, which show the average length of the second test sequence.
We varied the number of faulty nets from 5 to 100.
Algorithm A 4 potentially can do better. It might identify some disconnected drivers or unique bits of support. In this experiment, we again varied ðP ; kÞ. For each P , we set k to be minimal. Increasing P did decrease the length of the second test sequence. However, it was not easy to overcome the penalty due to having more PTVs in the first test sequence. Using Algorithm A 4 with a ð16; 3Þ independent test set did not become as good as ð13; 4Þ until f was over 20. Likewise, a ð33; 2Þ independent test set typically did not become superior to the ð16; 3Þ one until f was over 80. 
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed adaptive algorithms for maximal diagnosis of wiring networks under a general fault model. Maximal diagnosis, first proposed in [10] , consists of identifying all diagnosable faults under the assumption that each net can have multiple drivers and receivers and any number of short and open faults. The maximal diagnosis requirement is equivalent to identifying whether a wiring connection exists between each driver and each receiver. So, we described these networks with a connection matrix. Our first algorithm, A 3 , leads to smaller test sequences than Algorithm A 1 in [10] , while having the same time complexity. Algorithm A 2 in [10] does not achieve maximal diagnosis. Our second algorithm, A 4 , uses a bipartite graph to represent the possible connections after the first test sequence. Its computational time complexity is only slightly greater-typically no more than a factor of log 2 M, where M is the number of drivers. It potentially can substantially reduce the number of tests. Algorithm A 4 's test length is never worse than Algorithm A 3 , which is never worse than Algorithm A 1 .
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